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Low battery wallpaper android

Google back version 2.1, the first venerable Nexus One came out Android way added live wallpapers. Back then, it was little more than a curiosity, it was something other than a trick. Most live wallpapers guzzled battery life and were completely flamboyant to move behind very icons. Four years later, live wallpapers have become
something to make your phone feel alive and personal, without obvious drawnienths. Let's look at five live wallpapers as comfortably as they do in their eyes. Muzei this live wallpaper is a new arrival in the Play Store, and many other apps in this category don't work slightly differently. Muzei (a translation of the Russian word мубей,
meaning museum) shoots beautiful high-resolution images and rotates them as backgrounds. The live part of the wallpaper comes in the same way that the home screen applies dim and blur filters that prevent it from being too busy, but you can double-tap it at any time to see the blurry image for a few seconds. Perhaps the best thing
about Muzei is the amazing ecosystem of extensions that add new resources of images; There's always something new about Muzei. It is completely free on Google Play. Special Beam Phase Beam live wallpaper ice cream sandwich since Android's structures are included. It's easy on the battery and doesn't get a lot of icons in the way,
but it's a bit boring, and it completely lacks options. A good alternative allows you to produce the same effect of Special Beam, but all kinds of tweak variables. If you don't like the blue/purple default view, you can replace it with what you want. Includes settings for custom Glow animation speed, lens glow effects shape, and even color
gradient angle. It may also change as a niche reminder that it's time to install it, depending on your battery status. Basic color change features are included for free, but it will cost $1.49 to unlock everything. Mountains Now Google Now is at the heart of Google's Android plans, and its art style seems to be common in everything Google
does. Mountains Now live wallpaper, imagine how this cute little Google Now title image will come to life and take over the home screen. The result, as you can imagine, is beautiful. Small ships float, mountains appear in the foreground, and clouds drift correctly as your perspective changes. The real lethal feature in Mountains Now is that
the phone can use your device's gyroscope to produce a paraxle effect when moved. Even the animation speed and movements came, I never see Mountains Now show on my battery monitor. Clean lines and solid colors also don't get in front of your icons. The full app costs $1.63, but has a free version with a subset of features. Wave
Wave live wallpaper is definitely a bit like this Special Beam overflowing with settings. This produces an array waves and wavy energy lines along the screen. It's reminiscent of the background you see on Playstation 3 or PSP. The colors, speed and size of the waves can be changed to produce very different effects. Because Wave
contains such extensive settings, you can easily set up your device so it's smooth and power efficient. Even at a modest frame rate with the detail level reversed, the Wave may seem impressive, but its higher settings have not caused me any unacceptable battery drainage. The wave costs $1.49 on Google Play, but there's a very free
trial. The Maxelus Space Colony Space Colony is the very detailed live wallpaper on this list, but shockingly easy on the battery. This wallpaper narrbates a futuristic silhouette covered in glowing fog on your home screen. Get a dozen different funds to choose from from color schemes and Lighting effects. The camera slowly slides
through the sky and slides through the narrow gaps between the glowing towers, but with a quick double tap on the screen, you can change the camera's path at any time. Even if the frame speed is set quite high, this live wallpaper is almost never detectable battery drainage. For a full raft of settings, you need to drop $1.95 through an in-
app purchase. Note: When you buy something after clicking on the links in our articles, we may earn a small commission. For more information, read our affiliate link policy. We all tend to have a Smartphone to enjoy all the features to the end, and the phone is not complete until it is loaded with live wallpapers. Live wallpapers make the
phone beautiful, live and change the exact appearance of this wallpaper device. But, live wallpaper undoubtedly drains a high amount of battery, thus creating a big problem, especially if someone is traveling. However, everything has a solution and Google has come up with some great live wallpaper android that will not have any effect
on the battery. If you install live wallpaper like this, you will not drain your phone's battery in any way. Some of the best are listed below. See 6 best Android travel apps should be free. Here are the best reasons for rooting android phone. Best live wallpapers Muzei Also if you want to refresh your mind with new live backgrounds every day
with battery care, Muzei is one of the best live backgrounds for this. Muzei actually keeps bringing new high-resolution images indoors and in the background, which means museum. However, images are shown as blurry and dimmed to make the icon and widget highlighted. If you want to feel the perfect wallpaper, a pair of wallpaper
displays a clear image for a few seconds. You can also select images from the gallery app to show them as live wallpapers. This app is now available in the game store. You can download it for free. Image source – www.ilovefreesoftware.com Wave another useful and mind-boggling live wallpaper almost android Smartphone consumes
the battery. This is really amazing wallpaper, where smooth waves and lines keep moving on the screen. The speed, color and size of the wave can be changed to bring a different appearance. The setting is very convenient and easy to process where the application can be changed to make it more efficient. However, high-end settings
do not consume the battery undesirablely. Those looking for cool live wallpapers can go to this one. It will cost you $1.49, but a free trial is also available. Image source – www.androidstatic.com Are fans of the Special Beam Phase beam, but those who are disappointed by the option few options can find this one, since the special beam is
an alternative version of the phase beam that comes with many available adjustment options. This battery is one of the few cool live wallpapers that will not drain a large amount. It allows you to change color, shape, animation angle and many other settings according to your choice. These two options are available: free and paid. If you
are using the free version you can access the basic color changing features, but to enjoy more settings, having the paid version ($1.49) will be completely worth it. Image source – www.androidcoliseum.com Mountains Now Mountains Now is one of the best live wallpapers that will make you feel natural beauty every day. Here, a boat
continues to travel from the screen with the mountains. The 3D paralax effect using a gyroscope make the look even more fantastic. The speed and movement of the animation can be changed to have a different appearance on the screen. You can change the theme according to dawn, day, evening and night. It uses much less battery.
The app is available for $1.63, but with limited features, it can also be the free version. Image source - play.google.com Space Colony Space colony is one of the best live wallpapers for android smartphone and tablet. If you want to see what a human colony in space will look like, download this theme now. There are 5 places to choose
where you like. In addition, color, background and light effects can be changed according to your choice. The camera path can be adjusted to bring a different look, and a quick double tap is enough to change the camera path. If you want to take advantage of every setting of this app, buy it for £1.95. This app is also very easy on the
battery. Image source – www.androidpolice.com there is such an elegant and beautiful wallpaper under the sea. This app is not, you will only find a wallpaper and once download it in the live wallpapers menu. There are two water themes to choose from. Besides, no ads. For many Android users, this wallpaper is perfect because it is very
calming and just beautiful. In fact, you won't have all this and battery drainage in mind, be sure to try it! play.google.com Night $2.55 This is a great live wallpaper that comes with a wide range of great features. There are fireflies for various settings for evening and night sky, bird sounds, trees, deer, birds and many other cool things. If you
like nature wallpapers, you will love this one! This is not a free app, but many Android users considered it worth the money. Sunset Beach play.google.com don't like beautiful sandy beaches? This amazing live wallpaper brings a nice evening atmosphere on the beach. This comes with great visual and sound effects and smooth
animation. It's so relaxing and wonderful. play.google.com, large live wallpapers that do not affect the battery are described here. You can choose the one that suits you best. Best.
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